Art Workshop of Western Sonoma County
8214 Covert Lane • Sebastopol CA 95473
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~ October 21 Zoom Meeting: 12:30 pm ~
Emailed Zoom invitation will arrive that morning from gail@PLPgraphicdesign.com

Prompt for October: SEMI-ABSTRACT/SEMI-REALISTIC
Below are some videos that I hope will interest and inspire you to have a go at our Artist Prompt for
October,“semi-abstract/semi-realistic painting.” (As always, please excuse the obnoxious ads.)
A Danish winter landscape - https://youtu.be/qtppThZJAxE
This one is for those of you who like to include animals in your paintings - https://youtu.be/XF2X-0KYSlw
Pleasant calming colors - https://youtu.be/2Rs5DUzAGGY
No verbal instruction in this one. Just watching the process of something quite beautiful develop. I would have
been happy to see this painter stop at several intermediate points along the way and consider it finished - https://
youtu.be/17qXGoqrd9E
The mono-chromatic nature of this one appeals to me as well as her technique - https://youtu.be/jxoeW_d10PY
There are a number of things about space distribution, texture and just plain subject tension that I like about
this subject and execution. I think it is right in line with this month’s prompt - https://youtu.be/LHhcu1YMYBo
Suggestions,
1. Try painting on a large surface.
2. Use tools that you have been avoiding like pallet knives, large
brushes, sponges.
3. Consider using a medium that you don’t normally use.
Thanks very much and I hope you find this an enjoyable and
profitable adventure.
~ Jerry Fabiano, Vice President

FROM THE PRESIDENT…
Dear AWS Friends,
HAPPY FALL! I hope you are all out enjoying this
beautiful Fall weather. It would be even a little better
if it rained!
I thought I should tell you about a few things going
on in my life. My husband Gary was diagnosed with
cancer in July. We spent most of August getting tests
scheduled and getting second and third opinions. He
started chemo and immunotherapy a few weeks ago
and just had his second round with two more to go.
We will then retest and see what is still there and
what the next step will be. He is feeling mostly fine
and we are both sticking close to home. He’s in good
physical shape which helps, but he really misses his
bike rides and daily swims. For now, walks will have
to do.
I’m sure some of you have gone through this
yourself or with loved ones. I am happy to have AWS
to keep me busy and keep my mind in a good place!
We are thinking positively!
It was nice to see some new and old faces on Zoom
in September after a month off. Like many groups,
AWS struggles with the question of when it is safe to
meet in person again. We will be doing our October
and November meetings on Zoom, and looking
toward a possible gathering for the holiday meeting
in December. This will depend on CDC
recommendations and how safe you all feel!
Our Board voted to require our members to be
vaccinated to attend any in-person gatherings and

follow CDC guidelines on wearing masks. If an
individual has a problem where they cannot take the
vaccine, we can deal with that separately. You can
contact me about it.
The Board also voted to give a donation of $250 to
the Sebastopol Center for the Arts as they have a
fundraising drive to raise money for operations.
Without our monthly rent and income from other
cancelled events, etc., it has made it hard for them.
We want our Center for the Arts to remain open!!
Make sure you have April 21-24th on your
calendars for our Apple Blossom Show. We have
someone possibly interested in chairing this show,
but it would be nice to have co-chairs - perhaps one
“old hand” and one newer. Learn more on page 11.
Looking forward to Karen Miller being our
Highlighted Member on October 21!! Hope to see
you all then.
Take care of yourselves and each other.
Love,
Carol

Merrie Krisl - Colorful acrylic paintings entitled “Rainbow” adorned Merrie’s back fence this summer. They made her smile every time she
looked at them, so they are heading indoors now to brighten up the house for the winter. Each is 20x16.

AWS Board Minutes
September 16, 2021
Members Present: Patty Bird, Jerry Fabiano, Merrie
Krisl, April Lynch, Gail Mardfin, Patricia Marina, Deni
Marrone, Carol Mills, Fran Nielsen and Lorraine
Stribling.

they are scheduling their own art now. Deni hasn’t
heard from the East West Café and Viva Mexicana
hasn’t committed.
Meeting was adjourned at 12:10.
Merrie Krisl, Recording Secretary

Meeting was called to order at 10:35 by President,
Carol Mills.
President: Carol said we need to have 1 or 2
volunteers to work on nominating our vacant board
positions. Currently, we need an ABS chairperson and
an apprentice treasurer to work with Patty this year.
Patricia will organize her notes from our last Apple
Blossom Show and will talk with the person taking
over. There is a list of what and when things need to
be done, a recipe for success!
Meetings: Like many groups, AWS struggles with the
question of when it is safe to meet in person. We will
continue to meet by Zoom in October and
November. SCA is hurting right now, in part because
groups like ours are not using the facility. Gail
suggested making a donation to them. Merrie moved
and Jerry seconded that we give them $250. It was
unanimously voted to do this. Fran suggested we
might rent the room ahead of time for a holiday
celebration. Gail moved and Jerry seconded that
people at AWS in-person gatherings be fully
vaccinated and follow CDC guidelines on wearing
masks. This was unanimously approved.
Program: Jerry reported that Rod Morgan had
suggested our October prompt be a semirepresentational scene of any kind. This could be a
landscape with abstract elements, etc. Jerry will send
out some examples.
Treasurer: Patty will contact someone to find out
about insurance coverage. She has filed taxes. We
currently have $4392.44 in our regular bank account
and $8539.04 in the Meilke fund for show prizes.
Membership: We have 74 members now. Any
new member from now until the end of the
year should pay $5. Dues are $40 for 2022
and should be paid by December 31. They
can be sent to Lorraine Stribling.
Venues: Deni said there is a possible show in March
at the Sebastopol Lodge. We all need to be scouting
for venues. We currently have three: Tombe Realty is
now open and Phil Wilkinson is in; Umpqua Bank:
Marilyn Sommer is in, then Linda Grainger the third
week in October; Specialty Center: Susan Bradford is
in, then Carol Mills the third week in October. The
shows change the third week in October and continue
until Jan. 30. The Senior Center staff has changed and

Western Sonoma County’s awardwinning, community-funded art space
NEEDS YOU!
After weathering the pandemic storm of the past 18
months with government PPP loans and grants
from the city and county, those funding sources
have now ended, and SCA's expenses in
reopening the center have increased.
Support SCA now by becoming a member,
renewing your membership, or making a donation.
https://www.sebarts.org/become-a-member
Your membership or donation allows SCA to…
• Deliver exceptional art exhibitions
• Sponsor Sonoma County’s open studio tours,
Art Trails & Art @ the Source
• Offer adults & children’s art classes, lectures, and all
kinds of visual and performing arts programs
Please be generous. Your support is so important!

Sebastopol Venues
Next hanging: October 21, 2021*
and will remain until January 20, 2022
Tombe Realty - (now open for business!!)
Currently: Phil Wilkinson
Next: ????
Umpqua Bank - (open for business)
Currently: Marilyn Sommer
Next: Linda Grainger
Specialty Center - (open for business)
Currently: Susan Bradford
Next: Carol Mills
If interested in showing your work, please
contact Venues Coordinator
Deni Marrone (408) 202-3875
or denijomarrone@gmail.com

*Or agreed-upon switch date/time with
current and incoming artists

September 16, 2021 Zoom Meeting
by Gail Mardfin
We welcomed some guests and
newcomers for a total of 20 present at
the September meeting. If you weren’t
there, we missed you!

reminiscent of landscapes. In an effort to
show us her painting process Nancy also
shared a piece that had gone through
many transformations.

President Carol Mills reported on the
news from the Board – you can read
Merrie’s meeting minutes on page 3. By
now, everyone knows the Harvest Fair
has been cancelled due to Covid and we
are playing our in-person gatherings by
ear – but you can plan on the October
and November meetings being on Zoom.
Please come!

We then moved on to our screen-sharing
of members’ art. There were several
entries for the September “Windows/
Doors” prompt as well as many “random”
art works in an array of sizes and
mediums, which all appear throughout this
newsletter.

VP Jerry Fabiano announced the
October prompt, a suggestion from Rod
Morgan – to work semi-abstractly (or
you could say, semi-realistically). There
are several video suggestions to inspire
you on the front page of the newsletter.
Our Highlighted Member was Nancy
Tulloh. Nancy’s love of playing in the
mud puddles in Riverhead, Long Island,
NY, where she grew up, led to her first
art exploration in clay. She earned a BFA
in ceramics at San Jose State after
moving to southern California with her
first husband, with whom she had a
daughter. Nancy’s sister Susan, who
joined us on the Zoom, is also an artist.
Nancy later moved to northern
California, got divorced, and married her
current husband, with whom she has a
son. Living primarily in Sunnyvale since
1973, they also have another home near
Occidental they’ve enjoyed since 1990.

Sandi
Maurer, our
newest
member, was
superinspired by
the “Windows”
prompt leading to a series of six largeformat paintings employing painter’s tape
– initially inspired by her view of farmlands
from an airplane window. Her works
appear on the next page. She shared
them from her home as she hadn’t known
how to get them to the screen-share.
Sooo, as a reminder – you can send
your art to Gail Mardfin at
gail@plpgraphicdesign.com as late as
the day before our Zoom meetings.
Please remember to include title, medium,
and dimensions also, as they will appear
in the next month’s newsletter.
ANNOUNCEMENTS - There is a world
premiere retrospective of the abstract
artist Joan Mitchell at the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, up through
January 17. Field trip, anyone?

Having painted on clay and textured
wood, in 2010 Nancy began her painting
career per se. In 2012 she joined AWS,
thanks to Linda Sims. (By then she was
Marilyn Sommer recommended a recent
FROM THE TOP: Nancy Tulloh in
living in Occidental part time and
NY Times article about Matisse’s “The Red
her studio and examples of her
Sunnyvale primarily.) Nancy worked as
Studio,” which incorporates several of his
abstract, acrylic pour, and
an abstract expressionist, abstractly or
paintings on the walls and lying about his
horizontal pieces.
semi-abstractly, until she was introduced
studio. https://www.nytimes.com/
to Acrylic Pours in an AWS demonstration by Deni
2021/09/12/arts/design/matisse-studio-paintingMarrone in 2018. Since then Nancy has prolifically
moma-.html.
explored acrylic pours, learning how to control and alter
them thanks to lots of YouTube videos.
See more announcements in boxes on next page.
For those of you who missed Nancy’s presentation, it was
Aside from her pours, Nancy shared a series she calls
recorded on Zoom and you can see it here: https://
“Horizontals.” Though they might be square in format, the
us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/3AEsVsXHNkW7zoverall composition is based on the repeated use of
BQo3ZQzkCm9YVMMXiRzPgPqwYrNSqCJdwQBuPkuLSC2oS0qc.RTlEMUEJx46Hqme2
horizontal areas breaking up of the space, often

The Upstairs Art Gallery in Healdsburg is looking
for a new member over the next month or so. We
are a cooperative organization and each member
must be able to “man” the gallery at least two full
days per month, attend monthly meetings, and also
participate in some additional work. Membership is
juried. If you are interested, please go to our website
and fill out the “Call for Artists” form:
https://www.upstairsartgallery.net/call-for-artists.html
- Karen Miller

New Venues Wanted! AWS could use some new
venues for exhibiting members’ work on a rotating
basis. If anyone has suggestions for new venues –
perhaps a restaurant or dentist office that needs some
art on the walls – please inquire. Or ask Venues Coordinator Deni Marrone to inquire – she is up for the job!
FYI, The Sebastopol Senior Center has an all-new
board and is now handling their own art shows,
showing work by their members only. No more access
for AWS shows.

2.)1.HERE
“Flow” WAS SANDI’S
36x24
PROCESS:

HERE WAS SANDI
MAURER’S PROCESS:
1.) We were flying to Orange
County and I was inspired by
the view from the window of
the patterns of farmlands
below us. I had used painters
tape on a previous painting
and thought it would be fun to
tape off the squares of farms. I
started out with a palette of
natural greens and tan and
upon completing it I was bored
with it, so I went back into it to
add more color. I did four
layers. Not sure it’s finished
but I was inspired to continue
using tape.

1.) “Staccatto” 40x30 acrylic

2.) “Flow” 36x24 acrylic

3.) “Mosaic” 48x36 acrylic

4.) “Lyrical” 36x24 acrylic

5.) “Untitled” 36x24 acrylic

6.) “Pandemic Street Circle”

2.) The second one I started
out using colors I loved rather
than try to represent the
farmland colors. This is just
one under layer and one taped
layer.
3.) I wanted to be freer with
the tape and put it wherever I
wanted so this one which
started out more chaotic
ended up more like a mosaic.

4.) The fourth one I decided to
30x30 acrylic
paint over an older painting and
keep some sections (the circles I liked) and continue to use the tape. This time I created a blue underlay so the untaped
lines would be blue.
5.) This painting has many more layers using color and tape. This time I did not limit the color to a taped-off section, but
allowed the colors to cover a larger area, and I ran colors together. Then I decided to add a figure in the center and a few
more figures. She has very large hands. In my mid-20’s I was selling ceramic figures right after college. I experienced a lot of
success with them, and that never translated into painting for me. The use of figures in this painting became an exploration
of that.
6.) The last painting in this series was a similar process as the previous painting - colors were crossing over taped sections,
and this one I put some layers on very thinly. I added chairs and a fire in the center with a stencil. I painted figures on the
chairs. This one may or may not be finished. Our neighbors have been meeting in the street since the pandemic started in
Spring 2020, which is how I got to know Judy Goldberg and she introduced me to your group!

September Prompt

WINDOWS
&DOORS

Bev Kjeldsen - “Views from my Window in
Fort Bragg” watercolors
A view from a window is such a profound
sight. Filled with longing, beauty and
expectation! It always fills my heart with joy
to share such a view!

Jerry Fabiano - 28x22 acrylic
This is a painting of bridal party preparation
in the wedding of Gina to my son Matt 20
years ago.
When I peeked in the door and saw how
radiant Gina looked, I took a photograph.
As Jerry explained in the Zoom meeting, it
reminded him of the Three Graces in
Botticelli’s “Primavera” (see detail below).
(Shhh, this is a 20th anniversary present
for the couple…)

Carol Mills LEFT: “Outside the Window” 14x11
watercolor
Looking out my dining room window.
ABOVE: “Window in Basel” 8x10
watercolor
Looking out of my 2nd floor hotel window in
Basel, Switzerland, this was a window
across the cobblestone alleyway on the
2nd floor. Nothing else around it. I thought it
was unusual, so of course, I had to take a
photo and then paint it.

Kathy Byrne - LEFT: “Bodie” 11x14 watercolor RIGHT: “Through the Window: 7x7 watercolor

Monhegan Island
9 Paintings in 7 Days
by Susan Bradford

“Sunset on Monhegan" 12x16 oil

“Lighthouse on Monhegan" 16x12 oil

The Red House on Monhegan" 12x16 oil

“View of Manana Island from Monhegan"
16x12 oil

“The Harbor on Monhegan” 12x16 oil

“The Clothesline" 12x12 oil

Beverly Bird - “Majestic Madrone”
12x9 watercolor

“Strolling on Monhegan" 12x16 oil

“Hurricane Sky on Monhegan" 16x12 oil

“View of the Village on Monhegan" 16x12 oil

SUSAN BRADFORD spent "one glorious
week" this summer on Monhegan Island off
the coast of Maine. Says Susan, “My
painter friends from Vermont have been
going there for years and I of course have
wanted to go also. I was all set last year but
then everything was canceled but I decided
I was going this year whether we had Covid
or not. Glad I did. There are no cars on the
island. One walks everywhere and hauls all
their painting stuff to plein air paint. It was a
page out of the fifties. I loved it there and
did not want to leave. Saw a ring-necked
pheasant one day when I was painting.”

AWS members and friends Bev Kjedlsen and Lonna Necker
recently took a 3-day plein air class through the Mendocino Art
Center. Bev described the teacher ELLEN HOWARD as “one of the
best teachers I have ever had!”
Lonna reported, “The first day was at the Mendocino coast, the
second in MacKerricher State Park (Fort Bragg) and our third back in
the town of Mendocino. The weather was PERFECT all three days.”
Here you can “See what she
taught us!”

Bev Kjeldsen “Keyhole Rock” 8x10 acrylic
“Blair House” 8x6 oil

Lonna Necker “Blair House” 9x12 acrylic / “Marsh” 8x10 oil / “Keyhole Rock” 9x12 oil

This 6-minute video is about Frida Kahlo
and may teach you aspects of her life.
https://about.bankofamerica.com/en/
making-an-impact/masterpiece-moment
You can sign up there to get emails about
future "Masterpiece Moments” too.

“Self Portrait with Monkey” 1938

Carol Mills - "Ballet Tutus” 16x20 framed, mixed media
Just for fun, because I am just hanging out in the house a lot while Gary is
resting from chemo, I painted this mixed media. I ran across a photo that I
took 10 years ago when my granddaughter was taking ballet and I was
waiting at the lesson. They had three big framed tutus on the wall and I
guess I thought it was fun-looking, so I took a photo. I had fun painting
and glueing and sewing this one. Have no idea what I will do with it…

Kathleen Andre RIGHT:
“Dancing Koi” 14x18 watercolor
FAR RIGHT:
“Wavy” 30x30 acrylic

Sky Richardson “Northern California Coast” 16x20 watercolor
This painting was done above Mendocino.
Gail Mardfin I did a lot of traveling but not too
much art-ing this summer. At left is
an 8’x4’ enamel on plywood winter
scene with head cutouts I did for my
friends/owners of a farmstand in
Pennsylvania, as they sell wreaths
and trees at Christmastime. In
opposite size and season is a 7x5 watercolor I did of a scene I witnessed
at the Jersey shore - my granddaughter burying her Mama in the sand.
Her head is under the towel with her tootsies toward the sea.

Several AWS members have art in the
“Anything Goes #6 2021” Annual Juried Show
at the Graton Gallery.
But you’ve got to hurry!
The show is only up through October 3.
Kathleen Andre
Susan Barri
Kathy Byrne
Carolyn Jarvis
Deni Marrone
Lonna Necker
Nancy Sanchietti
Kim Winter Kim's been having fun with her spray-painted stencils and
acrylic food forms with magnetic backings for the refrigerator!

Georgia Simons

Keep our member-friends in mind!
News from Chris McNamara

Update from Linda Nease

Hello to everyone!
Just wanted to let you know what’s up with me, as
my life has changed dramatically. I was in Kaiser
Hospital for 5 days at the end of August, due to
breathing problems (not Covid). They treated me
for pneumonia, but the real culprit was a rare type
of chronic interstitial lung disease which is treatable
but not curable. No known cause in my case.

I'm doing ok, wondering what is next. It's been 6
weeks since my last chemo, and surgery is off the
table now.

Now I’m on continuous oxygen therapy 24/7 and
will be for a long time. Eventually I’ll receive a
portable O2 concentrator so I can get out and
about, but for now I’m homebound. I’ve had
excellent support from Kaiser Home Health and my
husband has been great.

Please tell the members that I am doing okay
between treatments, not sure what is next.

The last scan showed no changes in the past 2
months, so I am regaining some strength and the
tiniest bit of hair. I'm just trying for healthy eating
and taking a variety of supplements…

I miss all of your loving faces, I was driving back
from Sacramento Thursday when the meeting was
going on. I may start painting again soon.

I’m gradually improving and hope to get back to
making my small collages before too long. My first
order of business will be to finish a baby quilt for
our first grandchild, due September 30th!

- Linda

I wasn’t able to join the September Zoom meeting
due to a physical therapy visit, but I’d love to hear
from my AWS friends either by email
chrismcnamara101@gmail.com
or snail mail
8917 Bodega Hwy, Sebastopol CA 95472
Cheers,
Chris

Karen Miller “Conversation with Daffodils” 12x16 pastel

Karen Miller was the highlighted artist at the Upstairs
Art Gallery in Healdsburg for most of the month of
September in a show of her pastels called “Conversing
with Nature.” The pastel above was titled by her son
who was also the model.
Unfortunately Karen got terribly sick Saturday morning
and had to ditch her own reception! So disappointing!
At the Zoom meeting, she reported, “Still quite sick but
at least it’s not Covid.” …But the latest is, she is up
and at ‘em and we look forward to having her as our
Highlighted Member at the October 20 Zoom meeting.

Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About

Apple Blossom Show Chairperson
But Were Afraid to Ask
(April 24-27, 2022)
Commitment time frame: January - May
Intake 4/24 • Reception 4/25 * Show 4/25-27 • Take-down 4/27

Duties:
• Coordinate and oversee the timeline, which
already exists in clear writing
• Introduce yourself to AWS members, Sebastopol
Chamber of Commerce and SCA as the ABS Chair
• Secure the date and contract from the Chamber
• Secure room rental from SCA
• In January, ask members to sign up as chairs for
committees (with timeline and duties) and
encourage them and their helpers to keep in
contact and follow the timeline
• Attend Board meetings & members meetings
January through May and keep the Board up-todate
• Check in with committee chairs January-April
• Be available to talk with committees and help
where needed
• Be present for hanging of show, reception, and off
and on for manageable time periods throughout the
fair weekend and for take-down of show
• Follow up with sales report, awards, and report at
May Board & members meeting
• Thank you’s to all who helped make it a
successful experience
Benefits:
• Working with Patricia and Carol and others who
will be there for clear direction and support
• Getting to know many members of AWS
• Contributing to the greater good of the
community and especially to AWS artists

Are you an “Art Collaborator”??
Come to the October 21 Zoom meeting and
hear about a fun new initiative for AWS
artists who want to participate!
Stretch yourself artistically…
Try something new…
Get to know another artist…
Be an Art Collaborator!

103 Maxwell Ct, Santa Rosa • 707-526-2416
Mon - Sat 9:30am - 5:30pm • Sun 11am - 4pm
Remember to mention your AWS membership
for a 10% discount!!
(on non-sale items & matboard)

THIS PAGE LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK
SO YOU CAN JUST REST YOUR EYES FOR A MINUTE…
OR VISUALIZE YOUR NEXT MASTERPIECE

